In this paper, I defend the claim that agents can never rationally hold themselves to be anti-experts (Egan & Elga 2005). Recently, this view has been criticized for its appeal to an allegedly unrealistic notion of rationality. In particular, it has been suggested that self- attributions of anti-expertise are rational and indeed standard attitudes for agents “like us” (Bommarito 2009). I offer two arguments against this view: 1) Argument from theoretical rationality: Self-ascribed anti-experts also violate Reflection, which is a highly desirable principle of rationality. 2) Argument from empirical evidence: Robust results on the Above-Average effect show that we usually overestimate our performance at a large variety of tasks. This suggests that not only self- ascriptions of anti-expertise are unusual, but also that agents “like us” positively see themselves as experts. In conclusion, I firstly dismiss Bommarito's argument as imprecise and unsound; I then suggest that self- attribution of expertise is indeed a powerful heuristic to get by in day-to-day tasks; finally, I propose a way to relate anti-expertise to memory.
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